Purpose and Objectives

The SAP Core Platform team stands for SAP's technology layer that is used by millions of business people all over the world. In small and agile development teams, we innovate on compilers, virtual machines, higher-level application services, and development environments to make SAP the best-run enterprise software on all supported cloud and on-premises platforms. Among our technology partners are companies like Google, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and VMware. If you like to live your creativity and want to make a difference, then come and join our team to write your thesis.

Expectations and Tasks

We are looking for smart and highly motivated students who want to accomplish their master or bachelor thesis in an inspirational learning and working environment. We offer you a thesis contract as a full-time job assignment of 3-6 months with a fixed wage. During this time you will work in our offices with close mentorship by SAP development teams.

If you are interested in transforming the theories you have learned at university into real life applications, send us your application! We will then provide you with a list of topic proposals.

Education and Qualifications / Skills and Competencies

- Bachelor/Master student of computer science, natural science or mathematics
- Excellent grades
- Strong programming skills in an object-oriented language like C++, Java, JavaScript or ABAP
- Good communication skills and fluency in German and English
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AT SAP, CREATE THE WORLD YOU WANT TO LIVE IN

Employment Type

Job Location

Travel

Reference Code/Job ID

-------------------

APPLY HERE! sap.com/careers

Please note that SAP only accepts applications submitted via our online recruiting system. Individuals with disabilities who require a reasonable accommodation in the job application process should contact HR Direct (Americas: hrdirectamericas@sap.com, APJ: hrdirectapj@sap.com, EMEA: careers@sap.com)